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Popular Book, The Mamas Boy Myth Author Kate Stone
Lombardi This Is Very Good And Becomes The Main Topic To
Read, The Readers Are Very Takjup And Always Take
Inspiration From The Contents Of The Book The Mamas Boy
Myth , Essay By Kate Stone Lombardi Is Now On Our Website
And You Can Download It By Register What Are You Waiting
For Please Read And Make A Refission For You This book is
full of facts and statistics making the case for a close
relationship between mother s and sons Since much of our
society would have you believe that a mother is to blame for
turning boys gay or being sensitive or not being manly enough
this book is certainly a great place to get another side to this
story Mother s do not have to push their boys away, afraid of
them falling in love with them or messing up their relationships
with women later on and to make them strong and masculine
Men can be just as strong and masculine while having a strong
bond with their mother If you need affirmation that this is a
positive relationship and there are studies to prove just how
much this really is a positive thing, this book with certainly help
you feel better about it I do believe it will help change the world
for the better Boys Men are healthier and self confident, they
treat women and people better, they do less drugs and are
emotional stable and less depressive None of that is a bad
thing. Admittedly, I m a tad biased about this book. My
husband took the cutest picture of my son and I cuddling
together on the couch he s reading a Harry Potter book and I m
reading this.This book makes some wonderful points about the
emotional benefits of a strong mother son relationship, and the
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sexist historical baggage that can make them difficult to
achieve It s written in a very engaging way I laughed out loud a
number of times but backs up its points up with current
research. is SUCH an important and desperately needed
book.New York Times contributor Kate Stone Lombardi makes
the fascinating point that of all the possible parent child
relationships e.g., father son, father daughter, mother daughter
, the most circumspect and maligned is that of the mother and
son This was an illuminating beginning to this book.Close
mother son relationships are abundant, but they are kept in the
closet While fathers are lauded for teaching their daughters
traditionally masculine tasks or skills, mothers are shamed for
doing the same thing for example, teaching a son to knit or just
talk openly about his feelings Lombardi interviewed over 1,000
moms online and in person She found that nearly nine in ten
moms described themselves as extremely close or very close
to their sons And the result of these close relationships is that
we are creating a generation of boys who will become strong,
loving spouses and partners, with a higher level of sensitivity
and emotional intelligence As Lombardi notes, A new and
growing body of scientific literature shows that sons who are
close to their mothers are emotionally and physically healthier
than those who are not She writes of stereotypes about boys
and girls and how some mothers long for daughters so they
can develop close relationships with them In some cases like
mine , feminists look forward to raising strong women who
have opportunities they or their mothers did not have As one
mom said, When it came time to have children, what I had in
mind were daughters All of my feminist friends laughed, Look
at the hand you were dealt I had to process that loss I had
daughter envy Why do women assume that girls will be
emotionally available than boys We make assumptions that
boys will grow apart from their mothers, based on culturally
acceptable mother son norms.Mothers battle not only cultural
expectations of how they relate to their sons, but also
sometimes their own husbands or family members Some
women shared examples of their husbands accusing them of
babying their sons if they showed any affection, even at very
young ages, and one woman told a story about a power
struggle with her husband about her nearly two year old son s
curly hair She told him she d cut his curls when he turned two,
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but a month before he turned two, her husband cut off all the
boy s curls while he was taking a bath He thought I was turning
his boy into a girl Mothers are criticized for hugging their teen
sons or touching them at all Then there s the nosy strangers
who think they know best and think that mothers are scarring
their boys for life if they allow them to wear a girl s Halloween
costume She cites the work of artist JeongMee Yoon, who has
a project with side by side images of actual girls and boys
rooms, entirely in pink and blue It s incredibly sad and also
another good example of why it s good I have boys I am no fan
of pink.Lombardi delves into the origin of Freud s Oedipal
theories and the hidden fears of homophobia inherent in this
bullying of moms and sons Mothers involved in their sons lives
are made into the villains in popular culture, at best think
Psycho , and at worst are thought to create sissys, Mama s
boys, or overly dependent and feminine She talks about the
boy crisis and some prominent authors views that boys need to
disconnect from their mothers and instead form stronger
relationships with their fathers, instead of recognizing the need
for both father and mother bonds Well known author Michael
Gurian argues that mothers apron strings are strangling the
manhood out of boys It s all the mother s fault, of course In a
fairly well known parenting book, Get Out of My Life, but
Please Could You Drive Me and Cheryl to the Mall by Anthony
E Wolf, the author talks about the problem of mommy, which
he defines as the theory that adolescent boys strong feelings
for their mother might be tinged with sexuality and might
therefore become really unacceptable Why is that mothers
close relationships with their sons are often described as
sexual Thank you, Mr Freud Since when do people say that
teen girls have crushes on their fathers if they feel close to
them Lombardi points out that we never see mother son
dances, but only father daughter onesbecause no one ascribes
anything sinister to that relationship However, as a brochure for
a North Carolina father daughter dance said, Every father
needs to date their daughter, and every daughter needs an
example of how a young lady is to be treated by a man This
dating analogy is creepy because sexual abuse in families is
much likely to occur between a father and a daughter Incest
between mother and son is exceedingly rare female
perpetrators are between 1 and 4 percent of all sex abuse
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cases So why is that relationship such taboo When boys reach
a certain age, they are often embarassed to be seen alone in
public with their mom or to talk about close relationships with
their mothers It s really only the big, tough football players or
otherwise macho men who are allowed to get away with close
relationships with their mothers.Then there are the men and
women who play into the idea that feminism or stronger women
s roles are creating weak men Lombardi mentions the book
Manning Up How the Rise of Women Has Turned Men Into
Boys Although author Kay Hymowitz notes that it s important
for young men to have strong relationships with both their
moms and dads, the title makes it sound like weak men are all
the women s fault Lombardi notes that she agrees that this can
be a confusing time to be a young man, but mothers play an
important role in helping their sons through this transition by
giving them the skills they need to help them mature and
succeed in school and in the workplace As she concludes,
Why on earth would women want to do anything to harm men
We are the mothers of sons Gradually, our culture will find
mother son relationships acceptable The younger generation
will see that this changes In 2011, many of the Academy award
nominated films featured difficult mothers The Fighter, Black
Swan, and The King s Speech In the acceptance speeches,
however, many of the winners thanked and paid tribute to their
moms Tom Hooper, who won best director for The King s
Speech, thanked his mother for giving him the idea for the
movie The moral of the story is, he said, Listen to your mother I
confess that I always imagined having a daughter, but I am so
thankful to have sons Although many women idealize mother
daughter relationships, I ve observed that in many cases, these
relationships can be strained or not meet expectations
Daughters can be very hard on their mothers This book affirms
that I can have truly deep relationships with my sons, and they
will be better prepared for adulthood because of our strong
mother son relationships It also made me feel incredibly
grateful to be a parenting partner with a man who affirms my
close relationships with my sons and 1 is not afraid to share his
sensitive, emotional side, and is just as likely as I am to be
brought to tears during a touching moment, and 2 never tells
me I need to toughen the boys up or worries about them not
acting manly enough It also made me feel thankful for all the

wonderful men I know, including my dad, brother, brother in
law, and many male friends, who build strong relationships with
boys and support women in doing the same I strongly
recommend this book for anyone who has a son or works with
boys.
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